Introduction
Agents, whether human or artificial, have to make decisions about a myriad of different things in often difficult circumstances: whether or not to accept help, or from whom; whether or not to give a loan to a friend; which contractor to choose to install a new kitchen; whether to buy from this online vendor, and how much money to risk in doing so, and so on. As has been pointed out [15] , invariably trust is a component of these decisions. Trust is a central starting point for decisions based on risk [61] , and that's pretty much all decisions involving putting ourselves or our resources in the hands (or whatever) of someone, or something, else.
We can see trust as exhibiting something of a duality -in many decisions one trusts or does not, whereas in others one can trust this much, and no more, and decide where to go from there. To make the study of trust somewhat more interesting, as well as this duality, trust exhibits a behaviour that is singular in that it is seen only in its consequences -that is, I may say 'I trust you' but until I do something that shows that I trust you, the words mean nothing. Like light, trust is seen in its effect on something, and inbetween truster and trustee there is simply nothing to see.
Trust provides a particularly useful tool for the decision maker in the 'shadow of doubt' [51] , and indeed 'distrust' provides useful analysis and decision making tools in its own right (cf [71, 30, 72, 68] . That said, the dynamics of trust seem far from simple, in that trust is itself influenced by, and influences, many other social phenomena, some of which are the subjects of study in their own right, including, for instance, morality, apologies, and ethics [18, 92, 21, 44, 77, 8, 5] . The recent interest in trust (brought on mainly from the eCommerce field, and the rapid convergence of technologies and 'social' connections of people across distance) has resulted in a much greater understanding of trust as a single object of study. We believe that the time is right to expand that study into the counterparts of trust.
We are working towards an over-arching theory and model of artificial trustbased behaviour for a specific culture 1 in a human-populated social setting. In such a setting, it is important to be able to reason with and about the social norms in operation at that time. As such, while there exist many promising angles of study, for us the logical next step is to attempt to incorporate into our understanding of trust a deeper understanding of what it can lead to, and what happens next.
What trusting (or failing to trust) can lead to, amongst other things, is regret: regret over what was, or might have been, what was or was not done, and so on. What comes next may well be forgiveness: for wrongs done to us, or others, by ourselves or others. We conjecture that a deeper understanding of, and at least pseudo-formal model of, trust, regret and forgiveness and how they may be linked is a necessary step toward our goal. The reasons why regret and forgiveness are worth studying will be discussed further below, but that they have both been the objects of study of philosophers and psychologists for many years (or centuries) [2, 16, 7, 57, 26, 50, 27, 89, 37] , and moving into the present day they provide ever more compelling topics for discussion and examination, for instance in areas where humans work and play virtually (cf [88] ).
This chapter shows the enhancement of a model of trust that was first introduced in 1992 [63, 66, 64] . At that time, the model incorporated a great deal of input from the social sciences and philosophies, and although it was aimed at being a computationally tractable model, and indeed was implemented, it had its difficulties, as many observers have since pointed out. This work marks the first major enhancement of the model, and incorporates previously published work on the 'darker' side of trust [68] as well as recent forays into regret management and punishment [26] . Accordingly, the first part of the chapter delves into the whys and wherefores of trust itself, and why it's worth studying, before setting the stage in section 3 with a parable for the modern age that brings regret and forgiveness into the frame of Ambient Intelligence and Information Sharing. Following diversionary comments related to human factors, which explain to an extent why we followed the less formal path in the first place, the original model is briefly presented in section 4. Section 6 presents a discussion of the dark side of trust: distrust and its siblings, untrust and mistrust. They must be incorporated into the model before we can proceed further because ultimately regret and forgiveness and betrayal of trust will lead us into areas where trust is more murky. In section 7, we present a thorough examination of regret, its roots and uses, and incorporate it into the model in section 8, while sections 9 and 10 accomplish much the same for forgiveness. A worked example of the phenomena in practice is given in section 11, along with a brief discussion of some of the current work in which we are applying the concepts. Conceding that this is not the final word on trust, we discuss related work and future work in trust as is may be in sections 12 and 13 before concluding.
Caveats
This chapter is not going to state how trust works. What is, to some extent, being looked at in this work is not actually trust at all, as we see it in everyday life, but a derivative of it. In much the same way that Artificial Intelligence is not real intelligence, the computational concept of trust isn't really trust at all, and if the reader wants other views of real trust, there are many excellent tomes out there (for instance, [74, 73, 87, 24, 15, 33] , to name a few). For some time, we felt that the artificial concept needed a name that was different enough from the original to remove the need for preconceptions, and introduce the opportunity for ingenuity (and let's be fair, some cost-cutting in definitions), and a foray into other names resulted in the Boing concept [67] as an attempt to do just that. Still, there is something to be gained from using a term close to the original from a human factors point of view, as is discussed later in this chapter. That given, at this time, we remain with the term 'trust'.
Some of this chapter may seem overly philosophical, or even quasi-religious, for a book on Computing with Trust. We make no apology for this -the foundations of trust go a long way back into many spheres, and when one considers the concept of forgiveness in particular, there is much to learn from a great many of the world's religions. If our ultimate aim is the attainment of socially viable 'automaton' (call it an agent) of sorts, extant in the worlds, both physical and artificial. where humans also exist, a solid interpretation of human social norms is necessary. Trust, Forgiveness and Regret are merely steps along this way, but a strong model incorporating all three is necessary, and this is what we are attempting here. This is, of course, not to say that Trust, Regret, and Forgiveness are the most important or even timely objects of study. In a world where opportunities for 'betrayal' of trust keep multiplying and the precious shadow of the future keeps shrinking [15, page 3] , thinking about regret and forgiveness is at least moving in a right direction.
2 Why is Trust Important? Why a Formalization?
. . . trust is a social good to be protected just as much as the air we breathe or the water we drink. When it is damaged, the community as a whole suffers; and when it is destroyed, societies falter and collapse. Bok, 1978, pp 26 and 27. Trust is so all pervasive in all of our lives, online or not, that it sometimes seems strange to either have to ask or answer the question of why trust is important. Despite the need for more control, especially with regard to technology [15] trust remains a paramount part of our daily lives. This is especially true when other people are involved, thus, when making decisions about using a babysitter to buying a house, trust, and confidence, are elements in the decision, even if sometimes managed more by regulation. An absence of trust in a society seems to result in the death of that society, however small (cf [9, 53] .)
For an artificial entity extant in a social world where humans are present, this is a fact: humans must be considered in terms of trust, and while the considerations are many, they include:
• How much they might trust an entity or what the entity gives them (for instance, information); • How much they might trust each other in a social network;
• How much they can be trusted in a given situation, either by the entity or by someone else working with them; • What can be done to augment the trust in order to achieve a higher level of confidence;
The key thing to note here is that allowing technology, the artificial entity, to consider trust, amongst the other factors at its disposal in decision making, can be nothing other than positive. As Gambetta states, 'if behaviour spreads through learning and imitation, then sustained distrust can only lead to further distrust. Trust, even if always misplaced, can never do worse than that, and the expectation that it might do at least marginally better is therefore plausible.' [34] . If this is true for us as humans, it may as well be true for the artificial entities that we allow into our societies and that, crucially, we allow to make decisions for us. It may follow then that introducing a way for these entities to reason with and about trust, and its allied phenomena, such as regret and forgiveness, gives them a more solid footing in the human societies into which they are introduced. Any computational formalism or formalization of trust is a step in that direction. While some are used, for instance, to judge the reliability or manage the reputation of strangers; others, such as that proposed here, are more generalized (and as a result perhaps less tractable).
It is possible to argue that of course, we cannot trust machines, merely rely on them to operate as promised, indeed that 'people trust people, not technology' [32] , but that is of course exactly the point -in designing a scheme for computational trust we are allowing the technology to reason about trust between people. That the agents in the deliberation may be human or technological, as Cofta states [15] , and can reason about trust within each other is an added bonus.
What should be clear from the preceding discussion is that this work is not in itself the development of a Trust Management system, where social agents consider each other using potentially shared, inferred, and transitive trust or reputation (for instance, [38, 48, 82] . While naturally, considering how much you might trust another necessitates such a system when the other is a stranger, it is not the focus of our work, which is the individual considerations and internal workings of trust. Without both, there is a lack of completeness for agents making social trust deliberations.
A Parable of The Modern Age
Consider Ambient Intelligence (AmI).
AmI is a big thing. Stemming from Weiser's [90] vision of ubiquitous computing, and from there through the European Union's Information Society Technologies Program Advisory Group, it has become a vision of 'intelligent and intuitive interfaces embedded in everyday objects [..] responding to the presence of individuals in an invisible way' [3] . A good vision, no doubt, but one that is nevertheless still some way away. The technical aspects of AmI are within our grasp, but what of the social? In particular, since in such a vision information will be flowing around us -invisible, and highly personal -how are we to ultimately trust what is said about us? More, how are we to ensure that the systems that 'represent' us will reflect our values when deciding whether and how to share information.
These questions are not new, but in general, the assumption is that it'll all be alright on the night and we can convince people to trust the systems because they'll be built to be trustworthy. A great many advances have taken place in the field of trust management dedicated to exactly this concept, and they will result in better and more trustable systems. However, we are forgetting that the other side of the trust coin is risk.
The question is, what really is going on? Ultimately, the AmI goal is about sharing, and reasoning with, enough knowledge and information that sensible, socially appropriate things can happen for individuals. As individuals, then, we can help the AmI environment make the correct decisions, and potentially avoid some of the worst pitfalls. Trust, as has been pointed out elsewhere [58] , is an excellent tool in this regard.
Consider then, this conceptual story about granting access to information. At most levels, Steve is happy with lots of people to see lots about him. Some information is more private, yet more is more private still. Steve can say all this to his agent in the AmI environment and let it get on with things. In a truly artificial society, the likes of which AmI aims to support, his agent will share data with, and get data from, other agents (Steve need not see this happening, and Steve need not see the data). The sharing of this data can be based on trust.
Imagine that Steve's friend Alice also has a device on which is an agent. Alice is a close friend and so their agents are also in close contact. One day Alice's agent requests some information about Steve that is private, but for a legitimate reason. Maybe it's a credit card number, maybe it's health information, or maybe it's just a password for Steve's private photo site. The point is not that the information is necessarily harmful, it's just private as far as Steve is concerned. Given their (and Alice and Steve's) closeness, Steve's agent reasons (we'll get to that) that it can trust Alice's agent with that information. Now, Alice's agent knows this fact.
One fine weekend, Alice, Bob and Steve are out canoeing and kayaking in Algonquin Park. Alice's agent, still humming away back in town, inadvertently lets that snippet of private information out into the wider community. There's obviously no bringing it back, the damage is done.
Steve do not know about all of this, but his agent, being a member of that community itself, does. Feeling that trust has been betrayed. It contacts Alice's agent to request an exlanation. Alice's agent expresses regret, stating that the leak was unintentional and a result of a faulty decision in response to a request made by an external agency.
Based on, and mitigated by, Alice's agent's expressions of regret, Steve's agent reduces the amount of trust it has in that agent, effectively removing it from his closest circle of friends. This trust information is propagated to other close friends' agents (say, those in a direct contact with Steve). Because this information is shared, the other agents in Steve's circle of friends respect this decision and act accordingly, ensuring that no further information about him is shared with Alice's agent, and revising their own trust levels (although it is reasonable to assume that some might not alter their levels at all whilst still respecting the information block.)
Time passes, and depending on the severity of the leak, and the regret Steve's agent feels, coupled with that of Alice's agent, a forgiveness process kicks into play. Slowly, Alice's agent is trusted with more information (but monitored more closely, because of this), and eventually, at least potentially, allowed back into the circle of close friends. All is well.
Until Steve comes home and find out what happened. Steve may wish to censure the agent myself, or even Alice for buying such a terrible implementation of an agent (she always was a cheapskate) but he has two choices here. His agent can explain its reasoning, he can accept its judgment and carry on. Otherwise, he can instruct it to censure Alice's agent once more, and be subject to his own decision about forgiveness. Steve will have to sort it out with Alice herself, but that's what people do. Alice can express her own regret, and ultimately the relationships, both human and artificial, can be repaired.
As an aside, Steve can also censure his own agent, revisiting the amount of 'trust' he had in it and revising it as he sees fit. Perhaps next time Steve won't be daft enough to let a connected machine hold sensitive personal information.
A Brief Sojurn to 'Human Factors': Why Not Call it Trust
After All
Of course, one may argue that the agent isn't really trusting others, or even regretting what it did in sharing that information, but it certainly acts as if it is. So what's the difference? While that is largely a discussion for philosophy, there is one thing we can learn here: the agent can justify its decision in terms that Steve can understand. He knows what trust is, or at least, like most people, has an idea of how it works for him. So when he requests an explanation of why his agent shared this data with Alice's agent in the first place, as well as how it handled the situation, it uses words and concepts Steve readily understands -regret, forgiveness, and trust. The agent may or may not be trusting, or feeling forgiveness, that's ultimately for Steve to decide, but the explanations are understandable. There are some parallels here with expert systems and the way in which they justify their own decisions via backtracking, but ultimately the use of the loaded terms of trust and other human understandable phenomena is, we conjecture, a more comfortable 'relationship' between user and technology.
There is much at stake here. As noted above, the acceptance of using trust as a means of helping make decisions is that sometimes trust gets misplaced. Mistakes are made. Risk is inherent in the consideration. As well, trust is vague: it's not the same thing to all people, and even if it was, my high trust may be equivalent to your low trust, depending on our personalities, because trust is seen in action, not thought. It may be possible to set up a 'soft secure' system using nothing more than trust values, but the risk is that they may be misinterpreted, or interpreted differently than the way Steve would have liked. This will happen. Trust and its siblings are not a panacea for technological ills.
Trust as Was
Trust has been extensively studied as a computational phenomenon in the past decade or so, and various models exist (e.g., [1, 76, 84, 39, 52] . Marsh's model appeared first in 1992 [63] and in revised form in 1994 [64] . While it has its problems, it remains as a standalone model capable of being adapted, revised, and revisited. This chapter in fact revisits and alters the formalisation for ease of incorporation of regret and forgiveness, and in line with what we have learned in the past few years. However, it seems prudent to explore what is being revised before actually doing so. This section, then, presents the model before we move on to the matter of making it in some way different.
As we have mentioned in section 1, the key here is to note that the purpose of this formalisation is not to accurately model social trust, but rather to give a piece for discussion and better understanding of the behaviour of the phenomenon, either artificial or real.
Bearing in mind that distinct trust levels are ambiguous at best (at least in terms of semantics and subjectivity [1, p.124]), we'll use them anyway. We believe benefits far outweigh their disadvantages, and include the ability to narrow down and discuss subconcepts (as is shown below), (computational) tractability and the ability to discuss and compare to some extent, and given a limited amount of space here, we'll argue the point at length elsewhere.
From [64] we use the notation shown in table 1. For more information discussions on the use of values and their ultimate frailties, see [64, 76, 85] , amongst others.
Description
Representation Value Range Situations α, β , . . . Actors a, b, c, . . .
Set of Actors
A Societies of Actors Some explanation is in order before continuing. We see time in this system as a set of discrete states, at each of which an agent may find itself in a given situationa need to carry out some task, get some information, send some, and so on. In this situation, an agent has decisions to make about who it might trust, and how much, in order to carry out its task. The passage of time, the introduction of new agents, the changing of priorities, and more, can all have an effect, and create what is ultimately a new situation for that agent.
We do not think that this is ultimately very different from 'real' life. Others may disagree.
The formalisations in [64] attempted to answer questions about trust in cooperative situations. That is, given the choice between cooperation and non-cooperation, whether to cooperate with a specific trustee or not. We make a simplifying assumption, for the purpose of the consideration, that there are two protagonists. The systems works for more, however: just figure out which you trust the most in this situation.
Two formulae are used, the first being to estimate Situational Trust, the second to estimate a Cooperation Threshold. To estimate situational trust, an entity x uses:
The T x (y) here emphasises that x can use previous trust-based knowledge in y in this calculation, whether related to this situation or not [64] . Thus, at this time, in this situation, x has this much trust in y. It's important to make this clear because in a different situation, this may be very different -if the situation is more important to x, for instance. This is, though, only half the story. Regardless of how much x might trust y, any given situation might put x in an interesting decisional position. The consideration is how much do I need to trust you to cooperate with you in this situation? The answer lies within the Cooperation Threshold:
This gives us a means of seeing what is necessary for x to accept any cooperation with (help from) y in this situation. We can state that,
It is a truism to say that, when trust is upheld, it is strengthened. When betrayed, it is weakened. Most practitioners accept this statement, with caveats here and there. In our earlier work [64] , we proposed that: If:
Then:
Informally, if x helped y in the past, and y responded at this time by defecting, the trust x has in y will reduce by a large amount. The converse is if:
Informally, if x helped y in the past, and y reciprocated at this time with cooperation, then the amount of trust x has in y will remain the same or increase only by a small amount.
In other words, the amount of trust x has in y substantially decreases following y not reciprocating [10] . However,y's reciprocation merely confirms to x that she (x) was correct in helping y in the first place [53] . This being the case, x had every right to expect y to help. So, although y's reciprocation may lead x to trust her judgement of people more, she may revise her trust in y only slightly, if at all [53] .
However, beyond these musings, little was said about how much was a lot, or a little, with respect to how to alter trust values. We revisit this below.
What Can't Trust Give Us?
It would be wise to consider trust as a part of a solution for any artificial (or natural) socially or culturally embedded entity. Just as humans are more than trusting or untrusting creatures, and use trust as a part of their decision making process, the same applies to artificial agents.
Most importantly, trust cannot give us certainty -it is a judgment based on evidence, potentially 'irrational' feelings (in humans), and is often skewed in one way or another. In fact, to trust inherently holds with it the risk of betrayal [61] -if certainty was what was sought (and achieved), trust would not be necessary.
Trust cannot give us control. Control is the antithesis of a trusting relationship because it implies that one is not putting oneself into another's hands (which is what trust is), but that one has the right and the power to enforce behaviour in others. That is not to say that trusting others does not bring some form of control, at least in a moral sense (as in fact does forgiveness, if taken to extremes). Thus, if I say 'I trust you' and you are trustworthy and a moral person, you will feel obligated to work in my best interests. Needless to say this control is flimsy and easily ignored if you're not a morally righteous person! Trust can't give us confidence. It can give us a sense of risk-laden comfort about the path we have chosen, but it isn't the same as knowing (being confident) that someone you are buying online from will deliver the goods and not overcharge (cf [15] ). Confidence is often achieved through rules and regulations that are backed up by a trustworthy legal or social system (the irony in that sentence is not lost to us).
In short, trust gives us little more than a soft relationship with another entity. If that entity values the relationship, understands the meaning and culture of trust and is trustworthy, we're likely okay to trust. If any of these pre-requisites fails, we might well be in trouble. Ultimately the same applies to other soft notions as regret, forgiveness and morality. That doesn't make them useless -they have a power that is not physical or, usually, legally binding, and convey upon the trustee weighty responsibilities which, all things being equal, are not easily ignored. Certainly, we feel that they can be the basis for social behaviour and decision making in a moral social world, and potentially have strength even in a darker society, as long as there are some trustworthy agents out there. Various experiments with trust uphold this view well enough (see [91, 4, 80] , amongst others).
Trust As Is, Part Zero: The Dark Side
In [68] we presented to the trusting agent the concepts of distrust, untrust and mistrust. Distrust has in fact become a much more popular object of study, although given the number of definitions of trust [15, 70, 71] , distrust is at least as difficult to pin down. Distrust is often considered as the "negative mirror-image of trust" [86, page 26], a "confident negative expectation regarding anothers conduct" [55, page 439] in a situation entailing risk to the trusting party. In situations where trust 'betrayals' happen, trust can easily move towards distrust or untrust. Thus, since they bear relevance to our discussions of forgiveness and regret, the concepts are summarised here.
Trust is a continuously assessed, continuously variable measure, or relationship, between actors. It has positive and negative aspects, and indeed positive and negative values, at least in our model. Indeed, we can see trust as a continuum (see also Cofta's trust cube [15, page 109] for a more dimensional model). Figure 1 illustrates the continuum, with negative trust values being seen as 'distrust' while positive trust values are seen as 'trust'. But there are gaps, in both the figure and our understanding, that are addressed in this work. In [64] we stated that distrust was negative of trust. Here, we're evolving that definition because of the work that has been done in the area, and a greater understanding of the concept because of this work. That given, it's still surprisingly difficult to find definitions of distrust that don't use mistrust as synonymous. In fact, we believe this is a mistake because it removes a tool for trust researchers to be able to focus on what they are researching. For clarity, in [68] we used a comparison with the concepts of misinformation and disinformation. From the Oxford English Dictionary, we find that the term 'misinformation' can be taken to mean information that is incorrect. This can be a mistake on the part of the informer, and generally speaking, it can be spotted after the fact. The term 'disinformation' removes all doubt -it iss information that is deliberately false and intended to deceive. That is, disinformation is misinformation that is deliberately and knowingly planted. From this, we moved to a better understanding of distrust and mistrust, and what untrust is.
A simple comparison between the concepts is probably necessary. For the sake of argument, following [10, 59, 79, 22, 61, 64] , let's say that trust, in general, is taken as the belief (or a measure of it) that a the trustee will act in the best interests of the truster in a given situation, even when controls are unavailable and it may not be in the trustee's best interests to do so. Given this, we can now present untrust, distrust and mistrust.
Distrust
If we are to take disinformation as deliberately planted, that is, intentional and active misinformation, our extension with distrust is that it is also an active phenomenon, that is to say, when x distrusts y, it is because x has considered the situation, and actively believes that y has negative intentions towards her. We can put this semiformally as:
So, for this situation, x believes that y does not have her best interests at heart. Not only that, but y will actively seek to work against those best interests (this is not a failure of omission, in other words). As with a measure of trust, the greater the magnitude, the more the certainty and the greater the strength of belief that y will be actively against x's best interests.
Mistrust
Accepting that Misinformation is passive in some form (that is, it may or may not be intentional, and is a judgment usually attained after the fact), we similarly conjecture that Mistrust is misplaced trust. That is, following a decision in which there was a positive estimation of trust, and where one is betrayed, we can say that trust has been misplaced (not always 'betrayed,' since the trustee may not have had bad intentions). Thus, the truster mistrusted the trustee. As we see in [1] mistrust is defined so "When a trustee betrays the trust of the truster, or, in other words, defaults on trust, we will say that a situation of mistrust has occured, or that the truster has mistrusted the trustee in that situation." (p.47).
Note that this works both ways, and one can mistrust by assuming the other is 'distrustworthy' when in fact they are 'on our side' [15, especially chapter 6], although it's harder to recover from that, or at least spot it, since in such a situation we're unlikely to give the other the chance to prove it. This is perhaps something of a departure from traditional english usage, which tends to confuse distrust and mistrust, but we feel that for a computational model, some degree of accuracy and definition is required!
Untrust
As complicated as life is, it's unlikely that there are black and white aspects of trust without a little grey. The reader will have noticed that, given a specific situation, the cooperation threshold puts an artificial barrier somewhere along the trust continuum. It's likely that this barrier exists within the positive side of the spectrum, and so we have a situation where a trustee is viewed positively but not positively enough to cooperate with. Given Barber's [6] view of trust based on continuity, competence and motivation, evidence against any of those may well result in this situation, as we noted in earlier work [64] -I may trust my brother to drive me to the airport, but flying the plane is a different matter. This isn't because I distrust him, it's because I know he can't fly planes. In previous work [68] we stated that 'if we say a trustee is untrusted, then the truster has little confidence (belief, faith) in the trustee acting in their best interests in that particular situation', but that's not strictly true, as my brother's example shows (I presume he has my best interests at heart!). Of course, if he really did have my best interests at heart and knew he couldn't fly a plane, he wouldn't ordinarily offer. . . This grey area is what Cofta calls Mix-Trust [15] , and what we have chosen to call untrust.
We can present untrust formally as:
That is, if T x (y, α) is less than the Cooperation Threshold but larger than 0, x is in a state of untrust in y. That is, x 'doesn't trust' y, but bear in mind that in fact the amount of trust is positive, which perhaps gives x some incentive to try to find a way to cooperate with y. Section 6.5 revisits the trust continuum to put untrust in its proper place on the map. The story isn't over for untrust yet either, as we'll see.
Ignorance is...
Ignorance, the state where x knows nothing of y at all, or the situation she finds herself in, is classed as a zero state, thus T x (y, α) = 0. This is both very unusual and difficult to handle, but nevertheless needs to be acknowledged. It's unusual because, in general, we can conjecture from previous experience either about potential trust in others -so called Basic Trust ( cf [64] ) -and in situations (although this may be more difficult for an artificial entity.)
The Continuum, Revisitied
We are now beginning to see how distrust and it's siblings in fact are present on the continuum of trust. As we see in figure 2, we still have negative trust being distrust, and now we can have a new section on the continuum, where untrust lives -below the level, for any given situation, of the cooperation threshold, yet still in the realms of positive trust. The figure does not include mistrust, for the simple reason that mistrust is everywhere -in other words, it's possible to make errors in trusting (or distrusting) estimations throughout the continuum. Thus, one can think of mistrust as an overarching possibility across the continuum of trust.
We will revisit this continuum later in the chapter.
Continuing a Difficult Relationship
As we have noted previously, distrust and untrust are important not because they may stop some relationships, or cooperation, but because they may in fact allow something to continue [68, page 21] . Consider a situation where x has little choice but to cooperate in some way with y, even while she distrusts y -the measure of distrust allows x to make hedges in order to achieve a greater comfort (and control [15] ) over the errant y. More importantly, if x untrusts y there is evidence somewhere (for instance, using Barber's assessment classes [6] ) that there is a positive relationship to work on in order to achieve greater comfort or control for x.
Trust and its siblings are not, then, the only decision, or control tool available to an agent, they are just some of many. In the final analysis, they may indeed be little more than pointers to the need for remedial work on a relationship, or a legal contract, or letters of reference, and so on. If this is so, their value is no less than if they were the ultimate arbiters of relationships.
That said, we do believe that trust is simply a part of the decision making puzzle, and that other psycho-social phenomena and/or emotions play a large part in the decisions people make. We have chosen to focus in this work on two of these, regret and forgiveness, and how they interact with trust and each other.
Regret
'Trust is only required if a bad outcome would make you regret your decision.' Luhmann, 1978, page 98.
Regret has been studied in psychology and economics for some time. In 1982, both Bell [7] and Loomes and Sugden [57] independently introduced the concept of regret theory in economics, itself based on the social psychological theory of counterfactual thinking [83] . In game theory, the Savage/Regret Minimax theory has existed for some time [60] , itself based again on interpretation of psychological theories. Further, regret continues to be an active field of study in psychology and economics, as well as philosophy and health care [2, 16, 7, 57, 26] .
In one form, regret is a form of cognitive dissonance that an actor feels when what is done is in dissonance with what the actor feels should have been done [31, 43] . After a decision is made, if it is not supported by what we think is 'right,' we will feel 'bad' about it. This is of course not the only aspect of regret that is of importance here, although it does give additional decision making aspects for trusting agents. Another aspect of regret is experienced following a trusting decision that is betrayed by the trustee. We will attempt to formalise both aspects of regret here.
When a decision is made to trust, effectively in error (a mistrusting decision, here), what happens next is a betrayal of that trust. It is important to consider two types of betrayal -first, where the trustee knew they were trusted, and second, where they did not know. In the first instance, we propose that the regret felt by the truster is greater than in the second, because the truster has reason to believe the trustee made a conscious decision to betray the trust. Of course, there are both mitigators and exacerbators for both kinds of betrayal and these include: 
What Regret Is
Regret allows an action or happening to be looked upon as negative, and further allows the actors, or observers, to reinforce behaviours or associated feelings or emotions (such as trust) to ensure that the likelihood of such a thing happening again is reduced. It is, therefore, a powerful motivational force in interactions with others. Further, because it can have an effect on trust, it is necessary to study, formalise, and concretise regret to the extent that it becomes a computational tool similar to the current status of trust.
However, regret, while a tool for hindsight, is also a predictive tool. For instance, it is possible to say I am going to regret this (and then do it anyway!). In this way, regret, as with trust, allows a consideration of possible alternatives in a situation in order to choose the best, or most likely not to cause regret, for instance. Thus regret, like trust, is a powerful tool in the consideration of actions and alternatives. When allied to trust, it becomes much more powerful and predictive.
The Many Faces of Regret
Like most terms that encompass human feelings (including trust), regret is somewhat overloaded. It is possible to regret something that one is personally involved with (or did), and it is possible to regret something that was done, or happened. There are, then, several valid uses of the term. Additionally, it may be possible to feel that something should not have been done without necessarily regretting that it was. Moreover, it is possible to regret something but have seen no choice. For instance, "I wish I hadnt done that" is not the same as "I feel bad for having done that," which might be the same as "I regret having done that." But regret can encompass other things too: "It is with regret that I must announce the death of" is for example not an admission of fault, but is an admission that what has happened is regretted, that the feelings involved are negative. Similarly for statements such as "That was a regrettable incident."
Modeling Regret
Largely, in this work, we are concerned with answering the questions:
While the latter question is harder to estimate for an artificial entity, the first two are relatively straightforward if we can also consider what has come before, thus if there is a potential measure of utility, we can use this in determining what was lost, and if there is a measure of importance (and perhaps trust) we can use this in determining what it meant to the agent concerned. The rest, we may have to leave to the owner of an artificial entity, rather than the entity itself.
I Regret That You Did That
A truster, when betrayed, can feel regret that they were betrayed. In simple utilitarian terms we can say that the regret felt is based on opportunity cost, or the amount of utility lost from the betrayal as compared to what could have been gained (this is in fact similar to the Savage/regret Minimax criterion [60] ). We suggest that there's something more to it than that, simply because there was in fact a trusting decision made. Bear in mind that in much extant work this decision would imply that in fact there is much more to lose than would have been gained in the decision to trust [61, 23] (but this view is somewhat mitigated in [40, 64] ). In any case, the decision to trust has put the truster in the trustee's hands at least to some extent [10] and thus the betrayal (whether the trustee knows of it or not) is felt more personally (as a caveat, though, consider that 'trust can only concern that which one person can rightfully demand of another' [45, page 319 ] when thinking about regret).
Thus, we add considerations not only of utility, but also of the trust that was originally placed in the situation to our regret function:
Where:
• The • denotes some operation (presently, we use multiplication);
• U x (α − ) is the utility gained from what happened (the 'betrayal' situation) as opposed to what was originally estimated could have been gained (U x (α));
Note that we see regret as a primarily situational phenomenon. It not only simplifies the agent's considerations of what is regretted, but allows a significant amount of control over what is assessed in the regret function.
The function addressing our primary questions (what was lost, what it meant and how it feels) is addressed partly here. We are working continuously on refinements.
There are considerations. Firstly, that the amount of trust that existed, as well as the Cooperation Threshold, are important aspects in the regret measurement, and secondly, that the relationship itself is of potential importance in the final analysis. This is consistent with [54] 's analysis of Calculus-Based, Knowledge-Based, and Identification-Based Trust, and goes a little way towards not only answering what it meant, but also how it feels, for our agent.
Thus we propose:
• I x (xy) is the importance, to x, of the relationship xy -see below for more discussion of this; • C T x (y, α) t is the Cooperation Threshold for x at that situation.
Here, what it meant (Cooperation Threshold, which took into account trust in the first place) and how it feels (I x (xy)) are addressed, with what was lost being taken into account via the incorporation of utility.
The importance of the relationship features prominently here Clearly there are times when nothing is known of the other, and so we use, very simply:
Hence, the more important the situation was, the more regret is felt that a betrayal occurred. Don't forget utility is also taken into account. Again, we strive to answer what was lost (Utility) and what it meant (in this case, Importance).
There is much work to be done here, and we are addressing it. For instance, even when nothing is known of the other, sometimes the relationship is still important (for instance, when dealing with authority).
You Regret That You Did That
As noted above, the other side of regret is where the transgressor (the trustee) expresses (or feels) a sense of regret for what they have done (this is related to the idea of post-decisional dissonance [81] ). We have suggested above that this feeling of regret need not in fact be accompanied by some form of acknowledgment of wrong done. This is more applicable when the regret expressed is over something that was outside the control of the transgressor, for example. More plausible, perhaps, is acknowledgment without regret, which we do not cover here. For the sake of simplicity, we will not be considering these different angles here, focusing only on the expression of, and feeling of, regret, and how it potentially effects trust.
The formula is similar to equation 7:
Note that firstly, the consideration of regret here must be taken from the point of view of the transgressor, but in some what calculated (or transmitted to) the truster (who was betrayed). This is something of a problem area (y could lie, to try preserve the relationship and benefit, perhaps, from more transgressions) and needs to be further addressed.
Here, y may regret having done something, but again expressing this in a purely economic sense is not acknowledging the role of the relationship (and trust in some way). The inclusion of the importance of the relationship to y mitigates any benefit y may have gained from y's betrayal.
Given these measures of regret, it is up to x to decide how to use them in mitigating the initial, and continuing, effect on trust of the transgression. In this work, the regret calculations are simply a part of how forgiveness, the repairing of the trust relationship, works in a computational sense.
I Regret That I Didn't Do That, and Derivatives
Consistent with findings from counterfactual thinking and regret [36] , there is evidence to suggest that we often regret that we didn't take more risks, do more things, at least in specific, and so on, as we grow older -a lost opportunity is something none of us appreciate. While this seems somewhat odd to think about in terms of AmI and trust, in fact, the Anticipated (Anticipatory) Regret (AR) of not doing (or of refraining from doing) something is potentially a powerful motivational force in actually getting us to take risks and trust more. That being the case, we can incorporate AR into the trust considerations of an agent. Indeed, we feel that AR has a role in determining the Cooperation Threshold for an agent in a given situation.
A development from [64] taking this into account gives a simple proposal for a derivative of AR:
Thus, here, the utility of α − can be taken as a positive motivational force, because α − may be regretted if not done. Note that, the determination of AR in this circumstance is not necessarily different from in, for example, equation 7, but a negative regret from that equation would be a positive AR in equation 11. Equation 11 is in fact more properly I Will Regret it if I Don't Do That, a much more useful tool for the computational trusting agent.
There is also much work on using this as a tool for trying to avoid doing something that we will regret later (see for example [7, 57, 2] ). I may decide against smoking another cigarette, or going out drinking the night before an exam because I know that I'll regret it later (bad health, bad grades, and so on). Once again this can be a powerful tool in decision making, although it's more properly characterized as I Will Regret it if I Do Do That. The calculation is similar to that in equation 11.
Trust as Is, Part One: Building Regret into Trust
Now, it is possible to think about how regret can be used to both mitigate the behaviour of others and to respond to it. We have in the past [64, 65] considered the adjustment of trust values following transgressions or cooperation, particularly as regards optimism and pessimism. It is the adjustment of trust, in fact, that both forgiveness and regret will have an impact on.
As a start, consider the following:
Thus, the amount of trust x will have in y at a subsequent timestep (n > 0) will be dependent on the situation x was in, via some analysis of the relationship between the cooperation threshold and situational trust -intuitively, and for the sake of argument, the greater the difference in one direction or another between these thresholds, the more the effect on the adjustment. In fact, for an upwards movement, this may be a reliable method, but there is general agreement, at least for what [54] call Calculus Based Trust and Knowledge Based Trust, that trust is in fact relatively fragile -that is, hard to build up, and easy to lose. A sensible function in equation 12 will naturally have to take this into account. In the past we have also used a simple percentage calculation, thus the more y was trusted, the more the movement in trust (downward, at least).
Taking into account a transgression, it's now possible to enhance this equation to take into account regret:
In our current work, for this important function, we use:
The value of Ξ x is anything x chooses. The higher it is, the more 'volatile' the agent is, and the less 'understanding.' For this reason, we call Ξ the understanding constant for an agent. The lower the understanding constant, the more understanding the agent. In our work we use a value between 1 and 10, but really, most values go, as long as the result isn't too (rationally) challenging.
The outcome of such a calculation is that the agent may pass from 'trust' through untrust and on to distrust. The magnitude of the change is dependent on the magnitude of (or importance of) the situation, betrayal, regret, and so forth. Here. the more y is trusted, the greater the loss of trust. However, it's not a complete loss as postulated by many. That could easily be handled by, for example, stating that if T x (y, α) t was above a certain threshold, dependent on the agent, then T x (y) t+1 could simply be reduced by, for instance the value of Regret x (α). There is no easy answer here, as in [54] we find that Identification-Based Trust is potentially strong enough to absorb transgressions without necessarily major alterations. It all depends, in other words, on how you want your agent to behave (and some variability makes for a much more interesting world).
For honest trustees who do not transgress, we continue to use a percentage increase, with the percentage value itself decreasing as we approach a trust limit of 0.99 2 .
Forgiveness and The Blind and Toothless
If we practice and eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth, soon the whole world will be blind and toothless
Gandhi.
If one is to assume that regret can be expressed, shown, or made to be felt, it would appear that we have arrived at a situation where there is a great deal of the stuff, but very few things to do with it -we can make decisions, review them, and even come to a different understanding of trust. But it's not enough if a 'next step' is not considered. In our work, we see this next step as that of forgiveness.
What Forgiveness Is
To err is human; to forgive, divine.
Alexander Pope
Forgiveness is something of an enigma. While social psychologists appear more comfortable defining what it is not [27] (it isn't forgetting, for example, and it doesn't imply reconciliation, but it is a conscious decision), there is some evidence that they may be out of step with what people actually think it is [47] . A good start is given by, Vasalou and Pitt see forgiveness as a 'prosocial decision to adapt a positive attitude towards another' [88, page 146] , which neatly removes the need to say what it actually results in.
It is through forgiveness that trust can be restored in relationships, and that, consequently, things that were impossible before can become possible. The act, and expression, of regretting, which explicitly acknowledges that some bad thing has happened (but not necessarily culpability), is a major step on the road to forgiveness, and thus to restored trust. Forgiveness is not always required or justified where regret is voiced.
In Vasalou and Pitt's recent work, [88] , the concept of forgiveness has been examined in the context of a reputation system. In their DigitalBlush system, expressions of shame, embarrassment, and so on are used to elicit potential forgiveness by others in the society. While acknowledging the fact that, applied too swiftly, or incorrectly, it may in fact be more problematic than if it were not applied (especially online), the system reinforces the idea that regret (however expressed), is a precursor to a potential forgiving act. In fact, there is a lively debate on the ethics of forgiveness in psychology [27, 78] , but evidence to suggest that forgiveness is good for the forgiver and the forgivee [12, 89, 11] .
There is little doubt that forgiveness is a particularly important area where trust is concerned. It is through forgiveness that trust can be repaired, and it is through forgiveness that cooperation can as a result be re-opened. We acknowledge, along with [88] , the potential problems forgiveness may create, but we feel that it is too important, and too beneficial, to ignore as a computational concept. In our own work, we are concerned less with helping people forgive that allowing artificial or analytical systems to consider forgiveness as a tool, for example when making trusting decisions.
A Model of Forgiveness
The weak can never forgive. Forgiveness is the attribute of the strong.
Gandhi.
For our own model, we are less concerned with the precursors to forgiveness than the mechanisms of the act of forgiving in and of itself. Naturally, we assume the precursors must exist (regret, as we have already discussed, is one of them, and used heavily here), but we see forgiveness as a step along the road to the re-establishment of trust. As a step, it can be seen in its own light. This view of forgiveness may be something of a departure from some views of the topic (it's not always seen as a restorative process, for instance), but it serves well here.
While making no judgment on whether or not forgiveness can happen in any given circumstance, we see two major aspects of forgiveness in an autonomous agent:
• The Forgiveness Trait • The Forgiveness Function First, note that these are individual to each agent, and therefore can differ radically between agents.
Consider the Forgiveness Trait for an agent. Put in its simplest form, this trait is an expression of the length of time after a transgression that must pass before the agent will even begin to consider forgiving. When this length of time has passed, the Forgiveness Function can come into play. This is in fact quite a simple parameter to set up in an artificial system, but also slightly proscribed. In fact, it makes much more sense to relate this length of time to the severity of the transgression, coupled with the Forgiveness Trait as an expression of the 'strictness' of the agent's 'moral code', represented as a percentage (this is important in the following equations), and once more this is simple enough to accomplish. Thus the length of time before forgiveness is:
With Ft x expressed as a number between 1 and 100 -more forgiving agents have lower Ft values.
From this, then, we can calculate a number of timesteps between transgression and forgiveness that is related to the Forgiveness Trait of the agent, coupled with how much the agent regrets what happened (the more regret, the longer it takes to think about forgiving). As will be discussed further below, agent time and human time are subjectively very different things. You own mileage may vary.
The Forgiveness Function is likewise straightforward. Ultimately it is an expression of the transgression's severity, regret felt and expressed (the concept of shame and embarrassment is similar in [88] , and the relationship that the agents have had before the transgression occurred. Formally (and normalised in some sensible way, which we discuss further below), the Forgiveness Function for a (very) simple agent is:
Thus, the more regret x has, and the less (or even negative) regret y has, the less forgiveness is forthcoming. Note also that the forgiveness is mitigated by the amount of trust that exists in the relationship (the higher it is, the more forgiveness). This trust could in fact be that which now exists as a result of the transgression, or what existed before -different results will be obtained from each. Consider for example a high trust relationship which after a transgression becomes a very low trust relationship -using the original trust value may be more forgiving, and a reflection of the value of trust, than using the post transgression value. These are considerations, however, for individuals (both agent and human).
Trust As Is, Part Two: The Incorporation of Forgiveness
Now that the Forgiveness Trait and Function are clarified, we can look at how forgiveness, when adapted, can enter the alteration of trust following a transgression.
Formally, over time, an agent who transgressed may be forgiven:
• Ft x is x's Forgiveness Trait;
• Fk x is x's Forgiveness Function;
• t is some time step in the future from the trangression;
• α − represents the situation in which the trangression took place, and can be used to calculate other aspects, such as thresholds, etc.
We have introduced the Forgiveness Trait and Function above. Note here that any forgiveness consideration must take into account the situation in which the transgression took place, as well as the players (there may be more than two) in the situation.
The Trust Contunuum, Revised: The Limits of Forgiveness
Our considerations of forgiveness allow us to revisit what we may have known about the trust continuum -previously we considered untrust to be a positive trust, yet not enough trust for cooperation (see figure 2 ). However, it is possible to imagine a situation where a negative trust is not in fact distrust, but the result of a transgression that propels a specific agent's trust values into negativity. It's possible the transgression was minor, or even an honest mistake (consider Alice's agent sharing Steve's information), and it's possible to consider the agent standing in potential of forgiveness and remediation, regardless of the fact that the current trust we have in them is negative.
There are, however, limits. Some things cannot be accpted, and some agents are malicious or non-redeemable. To take this into account we introduce a new concept, the Limit of Forgivability, beyond which we might say the agent is truly distrusted, and cannot be considered as other than acting against our best interests. In considerations of forgiveness, this Limit will be used by agents to determine the worth of entering into redemption strategies with others. Note that a single transgression may well put another beyond this pale. Note that the Limit of Forgiveness is individual and personal (private). Keeping the limit private is in fact important in any situation where knowledge of how trust and forgiveness work can be used against an agent.
The Limit of Forgivability introduces the concept of untrust as a potentially negative phenomenon. This is shown in figure 3 . While interesting in its own right, often the theory and associated descriptions are note enough to shed light on what is imagined. Our current work is concentrated on the use of trust, regret and forgiveness in information sharing architectures, both as expressed in the parable in section 3 but also in more complex environments where trust amalgamation is key. Much of this work is theoretical, but it is possible to show worked examples, and this section is devoted to such an endeavour. In the first place, we revisit our parable, and work through the example showing how the individual agents work. Following this, we briefly present the wider information sharing concept, and how trust, regret and forgiveness, amongst other social norms, can work to enhance human experiences in this domain. Finally, we present our ideas for Soft Security and Regret Management.
In the course of this work, much of what is conjectured works well enough at first blush, but on application, even in such a limited sense as a worked example, errors and omissions are found. It's worth mentioning here that this is indeed the case in this work, and that the formalisations above have benefitted from such worked examples. In addition, the examples below illustrate some of the 'behind the scenes' considerations that agents and others must make in their deliberations, some of which are trust related, others of which are not.
The Parable at Work
Let us revisit the agents of Alice and Steve. Ordinarily they consider us to be friends and trusted. Let's say then that the amount of general trust Alice has in Steve (strictly speaking, Alice's agent has in Steve's own) is 0.85 -quite high 3 in other words, and Steve's in Alice is 0.80. We can express this as:
When Alice's agent requests that piece of information, Steve's agent has certain things to consider -the importance of the information to Steve, the utility of revealing it to Alice's agent (which could be based on furthering trusting relations, getting something back later, or just being nice because Steve likes Alice), Steve's trust in Alice (as seen by his agent), Alice's (agent's) 'information handling' competence (as seen from experience, and if not, then estimated by other means), and the risks associated with distribution. In this instance, there's little to be concerned about as far as Alice is concerned (little do we know. . . ) Thus:
Putting in some sensible numbers (this is relatively important, and Steve stands to gain becausehe know Alice needs the info for a book she's working on). We already know how much Steve trusts Alice. . . This may not seem like much, but bear in mind there's another set of considerations:
Again, with sensible numbers (it's risky, because the information is personal, but we see, so far, Alice's agent as competent in all dealings thus far -little do we know that this is because Alice has (human)-fielded all her agent's dealing with others):
And so, since clearly Alice (her agent, at least) is trusted enough in this situation, Steve's agent shares this information.
Time passes and it becomes clear that Alice's agent has transgressed on the understanding, and the information is out there. Trust must be re-evaluated, based on what has happened. Recall from section 4 that we have in the past considered a very simple means of reducing trust following a transgression [64] , in most cases this being a percentage of the original trust, with a greater or lesser percentage dependent on the 'personality' of the agent concerned. With the tool of regret, we have an additional means of re-evaluating trust. In this case, we might say that I (Steve's agent) regret that you (Alice's agent) did that, and so we can take a look at equation 7 and 8:
We already know some of the values here, and can fill in the others now. Certainly, Steve stands to lose now that the information is out. In fact, it can potentially cost him, so there is a negative utility to the current situation (say, −0.1, because it's not a huge cost, but will take time and effort to fix). Steve and Alice are good friends, and he values the relationship. Thus:
Regret Steve (info share) = (0.8 − (−0.1)) × (0.397 + 0.75) = 1.03 This is greater than 1, and that's fine, but we could normalize it if needed. In this case, we can use the regret to calculate how much trust is lost. From equation 13 and 14, we have:
Now, Steve is a nice guy and understands that mistakes happen, and he doesn't like to punish people unnecessarily for that, so the understanding constant for his agent is set to 5. As noted above, it's an arbitrary choice, and to be determined by the agent's owner (we use anything between 1 and 10). So:
We're almost there. We just need to figure out how much Alice's agent regrets what happened. Of course, we needn't, and can set this to 0, giving an adjustment of 0.19. That's okay, but we give the agent a chance to express regret and see.
As discussed above in section 7.3, it's not so easy to figure out if what we're being told is actually what is. We do have a potential formula from equation 10:
It's possible for Steve's agent to estimate much of these values in a pinch, and these may tally with Alice's agent's estimates or they may not. This is in fact not as important as it might sound, since the trust we are re-evaluating is Steve's agent's in Alice's agent, and this is inherently personal. If Steve or his agent was to get feedback from Alice's agent that he or his agent considered valid this may make a difference, but he could just as easily choose to discard it. In this instance, because his agent knows the relationship is important, and the previous trust was high (for Steve), it makes the decision to believe what it is given. In addition, for consistency, it calculates its own Regret Alice (info share) value, which we call Steve(Regret Alice (info share)):
Alice's own calculations are similar, and show a regret of 0.45. Being a nice agent, Steve's agent takes this to be true. Then we can finally work out how to adjust the trust value: So what happens next? Alice's agent regrets what happened, that much is clear. In the final analysis this regret may be higher than the formulae here predict (there is a loss over and above that situation). Eventually, it's time, then, for forgiveness to be considered.
A brief aside is necessary here. At what time does one consider forgiveness? In equation 17, recall, it's our Forgiveness Trait. For some, it's a more or less instanta-neous action 4 , for others less so. Some never consider it. For our part, with no moral judgment on the matter, we have given our agents the Forgiveness Trait in order to allow agent owners, if this system is incorporated within them, to decide for themselves. However, there is a difference in subjective times for agents and humansagents in this example if not others work on 'internet time,' and things happen fast there. 'Human time,' however perceived, is always slower than this. Thus if we visit the parable once more, we see that forgiveness is entered into before Steve emerges from the bush, kayak in hand (so to speak). This could be a week later or a month later. Perhaps even less time has passed. For Steve's agent, it seems a lot longer. . .
Steve's agent has a Forgiveness Trait of 75. Recall from equation 15 that regret mitigates the length of time to wait -the more regret, the longer the time. Here the agent's regret is 1.03, giving a timescale of 77.25 for the agent. That's 77.25 timesteps. For the sake of nothing other than arbitrariness, let's say that each step on that scale equates to one hour 5 of real time. Thus, in 77 hours and 15 minutes, Steve's agent is ready to consider forgiving Alice's agent. When that time arrives, his agent considers the Forgiveness Function, from equation 16:
Then, with our new level of trust, but still considering the relationship important:
So, from equation 17 Steve's agent can now trust Alice to a value of 0.6921. This can take some time. . . . Of course, we can now look at this in a couple of different ways -every timestep, since this is a positive value, we can reconsider forgiveness and increase trust, and should circumstances, such as cooperation in other endeavours, permit, increase the T Steve (Alice) value in that way also. Or, as with the grey areas of untrust, state that since the forgiveness function came up with a positive figure, forgiveness is assured and wipe the slate clean (returning the trust value to its previous figure of 0.80). We prefer the more gradual approach and use it in our work. Consider that if we re-evaluate every hour (time step), then after 53 hours, all other things being equal, cooperation can resume on the information sharing situation. Even with a more punishing revising of the competence of Alice's agent to 0.3, cooperation can resume within 217 hours (time steps). 5 to 12 days in real time.
Forgiveness then, in this circumstance, appears to do what it's supposed to -give time for reflection and the rebuilding of trust.
Regret Management
In [26] we introduced the concept of Regret Management, and here will take it a little further with the discussion of a simple Regret Management system.
The purpose of a Regret Management system is to ensure that transgressors in a previously trusted situation are held to account for their transgressions. There are many examples of where and how this could be achieved, from a posteriori access control [13] to blacklisting in online auction sites, or from our own example of the parable above taken through Alice's agent's eyes, through advanced Trust Management system techniques that ensure accountability.
In [26] , we postulated that a Regret Management system would have the following properties (now numbered, in no particular order):
1. It is capable of assessing to some value the amount of regret a truster has after a trustee transgresses. 2. It is capable of ensuring that the transgressor is 'assigned' that regret -that is, punished in some material (meaningful to the transgressor) way in a form proportional to the truster's regret. 3 . It is open and clear enough, and 'trusted' by both parties to be able to make these things happen. An 'untrusted' regret management system is as good as no system at all.
For item 1, the formalisations for regret above correctly fulfill this role -there is an assessment of regret. Item 2 depends more on the system, but consider that given the assessment, any system where communication of some form is possible would be able to assign that regret. Note for instance that in the example the regret is assigned by my agent, and further by my agent's broadcasting this to it's own close acquaintances. Given the gamut of possibilities for systems, item 3 is more difficult, but what is necessary is for the transgressor to know that the truster is not above making their own 'failings' in trusting 'badly' known to the world in some way. All trust-based systems, human or otherwise, will fail in the face of reluctance in this instance -embarrassment is the con-man's greatest weapon.
If we can revisit the worked example above for a moment, we note that Alice's agent is capable of expressing regret, and that my own agent is capable of making it regret its actions (by shutting it out of my community for a time, and by broadcasting that to the community). A reasonable start for a Regret Management system. However, a more formal approach is required in order to achieve our second and third requirements.
We propose that the system should:
• Calculate regret for each agent in the relationship, independently of the agents' calculations; • (If possible) ascertain the regret calculations from each agent for corroborationthis in fact can be used also to determine the truthfulness of each agent's deliberations; • Ensure all agents are aware of the calculations and results;
• Apportion reparations based on the results of the calculations • Enforce reparations;
We are currently implementing such a system based on the ACORN architecture [69] with trust additions.
Related Work
There is a great deal of work, this volume amongst it, that deals with the phenomenon of trust in a computational setting. Approaches range from Trust Management [39, 49, 25, 42] , where there is a need to determine trust or its propagation via trusted others, to trust models [64, 1, 84] , which enable individual agents to model other with trust as at least a component, if not the major one, of the model. Additionally, regret is, as has been noted above, not a new phenomenon of study, particularly in the economic sciences [7, 57, 16, 35, 93] . It is nothing new to suggest that an agent can and does use regret, anticipatory or otherwise, in decision making. Forgiveness, while extensively studied in religious and philosophical fields [27, 47, 78, 12, 89, 11, 77, 17] , is much less popular a field of study in computational settings. Indeed, [88] is premiere in this field, discussing the application of forgiveness in a computer-mediated communication setting.
While to our knowledge there is no work combining the three phenomena to further the development of truly social agents, the effect obtained, at least when we consider autonomous agents working in specific environments for humans, is similar to the concept of Adjustable Autonomy, in which humans retain a meta-level control over their more-or-less autonomous agents [28, 41, 29] . In this work, however, the control is given back to the agents in order to allow them to adjust the amount of leeway (or autonomy) other agents have with their resources, as well as the human. Moreover, there is a built in, via forgiveness, mechanism for re-attaining autonomy when adequate guarantees are given or behaviour observed.
The quest for more socially oriented agents, and the phenomena studied here are related to Danielson's concept of Artificial Morality [19] , where a game theoretical approach is used to balance rationality and morality in a social setting. As well, Dautenhahn's Social Intelligence concept [20] maintains a viewpoint similar to our final goal.
Trust as Will Be: Future Work and Conclusions
The model of trust presented in this chapter is not in itself new, but the way in which it interacts with regret and forgiveness is. In this work, Trust, Regret and Forgiveness form an internal triangle. Trust allows agents tools in making decisions, regret allows them yet more, but also gives them a means to, and a measure for, adapting to current circumstances. Forgiveness allows the society (of agents, as well as humans) to continue operating in a reasonable, cooperative fashion.
While the study of the phenomena in their own right is interesting, they point the way to powerful tools in a practical sense. To that end, we have presented the design of the trust, forgiveness, regret triangle in the context of Ambient Intelligence. Our current work is focused on further refining the models, including the incorporation of a consideration of Decision Justification (cf. [16] ), implementing the triangle in an information sharing architecture (ACORN [69] ), an AmI interface, and Regret Management systems.
We have stated that trust is not the panacea for all technological ills. It is, however, necessary for the development of a complete social agent. The same goes for regret and forgiveness as computational concepts.
Regret and forgiveness are not the only phenomena with which a social agent can be equipped -other rational decision aids exist. For our part, without presuming to theorise about what correct, or moral behaviour is, we are beginning to examine the concept of Integrity -doing the 'right' thing for the 'right' reason. This is something of a departure from a trusting, or even a moral, agent, but integrity is in itself a decision-making strategy. Moreover, we conjecture that trusting an integritybased agent would be rather simpler than one who is not, since we would expect the integrity-based agent to behave in accordance with its principles (which could be public) at all times.
Current work involving trust is both promising and worthwhile, but represents only a small portion of the picture that needs to be uncovered. If the systems we build are to be capable of sustained interactions in the (our) social world, there is a need for them to be able to understand, or at least represent, much more than just trust. This work is a step along that road.
